
  



  



  

•  Hair found on Ron Goldman’s shirt matched Simpson’s hair-
which was likely deposited by direct contact

•  Hair in the blue-knit watch cap found near Goldman’s feet 
matched Simpson’s hair
•  Hair matching Nicole’s was found on the bloody right-hand 
glove at Rockingham
•  Blue-black cotton fibers-the color of Simpson’s outfit when 

he went to McDonald’s with Kaelin-were found on the 
Rockingham glove, the socks in Simpson’s bedroom, 
and Goldman’s shirt;
•  Fibers from Goldman’s shirt matched those found on each of 

the gloves;
•  Carpet fibers like those from Simpson’s Bronco matched 
those found on the knit cap and on the Rockingham glove.

Deedrick Hair and Fiber results



  

Toobin
• “…..Deedrick did present a stunning catalogue of the evidence 

tying Simpson to the murders.”

• “…analyzed objectively, the hair and fiber matches should have 
been close to conclusive evidence of Simpson’s guilt – or at the 
very least, a clear indication that Fuhrman did not plant 
evidence.

• In a perverse way, it almost hurt the prosecution that it had so 
much incriminating evidence against Simpson.  In many murder 
cases, even a single hair or fiber match is unusual.  Here the 
sheer number of associations  between Simpson and the 
evidence made the evidence seem too complex when in fact it 
merely showed just how guilty Simpson was.



  

Defense expert comments 

•  “Its black polyester, and polyester is a very common 
fiber type. So, yes, there are other sources for that 
type.”

•  “Well, again, nylon is a very common fiber.”

•  “The car’s floor carpet contains a rayon fiber similar to 
fibers found on the victim.  This fiber would be 
found in hundreds of General Motors cars.”  



  

“The more uncommon the fiber type, the smaller the 
chance of finding that particular fiber type in a 
specific location either in the composition of a 
particular fibrous object or in the fibrous debris 
recovered for a particular object.”

Determining the Significance of an Automotive Carpet 
Fiber Association - The O.J. Simpson Trial



  

Deedrick’s Bronco Study
Carpet fibers like those from Simpson’s Bronco matched 
those found on the knit cap and on the Rockingham 
glove.  

                         What does it mean?

Contacts with fiber producers:
Wellman, Allied Signal, Camac Corp., Monsanto, DuPont 

(Nylon 6.6, type 1405)

Contacts with carpet producers using DuPont 1405:
Masland (Medium Mocha), Collins & Ackman, Magee, JP 

Stevens



  

Deedrick’s Bronco Study

• Medium Mocha (with Masland dye formulation 
like in Simpson’s Bronco carpet fibers) used in 
3 lines of Ford Vehicles from 1/28/92 until 5/7/93:
– Broncos
– F Series trucks
– Econoline vans

No similar fibers from other suppliers using 1405



  

• Frequency (LA County) – 1971* cars or trucks 

• LA County (total cars and trucks) – 5,850,777*

• Relative frequency of vehicles with carpet fibers 
like those in Simpson Bronco = .000336793

Approximately 1/3000

* Statistical Division of R.L Polk and Co.



  

• Relative frequency
• The probability of a coincidental match
• The probability of selecting a car or truck in LA 

County and finding it to have the same type of 
fiber as in Simpson’s Bronco carpet

• Random match probability 

In 1993 there were 186 million cars                              
and trunks in the United States

1/3000



  

NRC I  

To say that two patterns match, without 
providing any scientifically valid estimate (or at 
least, an upper bound) of the frequency with 
which such matches might occur by chance is 
meaningless

What about a qualitative assessment?



  

NRC II

• If the DNA profile in question is common in the 
population, the crime-scene DNA might well have come 
from someone other than the suspect.  If it is rare, the 
matching of the two DNA profiles is unlikely to be a 
mere coincidence;  The rarer the profile, the less likely 
it is that the two DNA samples came from different 
persons

 



  

Evidential value – fiber evidence 
•  How common is the fiber?

   If common – limited value

   Other than common (colored manmade) – strong association

   Uncommon – very strong association (old, discontinued fibers)

MANY OTHER CASE SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS 

•  Cross transference

•  Number of different fiber types involved – the more the better

•  Number of individual fibers of a fiber type – the more the better – 
coincidental matches usually involve 1 or 2 fibers

•  Like DNA - procedures are relatively easy and very discriminating; 
therefore mistakes should not happen if proper procedures used.



  

Ito “allowed Deedrick to give the 
bulk of his testimony but precluded 
him from discussion some of the 
matters that had been mentioned in 
his belatedly discovered report.”



  

Civil Case
Defense objection – “you know your honor, this is raising 

what turns out to be an art form … to a level that is 
absolutely misleading

Judge – sustains the defense objection
• Wrongly equates case to People vs. Collins (People 

versus one gold Cadillac)
• Collins - Statistical testimony lacked an adequate 

foundation both in evidence and statistical theory and 
no justification for probability values and assumptions 
that characteristics were independent – true in Collins 
case – not here

Doug used the counting method



  

• When statistical evidence is used, great care has 
to be taken that the jury is not distracted from its 
proper function of weighing the evidence on the 
issue of guilt.

• Under 352 of the evidence code, I’m going to find 
that the evidence means nothing – the prejudicial 
aspect of throwing numbers you have up on a 
board to a jury giving it the respectability of 
numbers, has a far prejudicial value compared to 
the probative value


